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**Summary**

Aphids, important agricultural pests, can grow and reproduce thanks to their intimate symbiosis with the γ-proteobacterium *Buchnera aphidicola* that furnishes them with essential amino acids lacking in their phloem sap diet. To study how *B. aphidicola*, with its reduced genome containing very few transcriptional regulators, responds to variations in the metabolic requirements of its host, we concentrated on the leucine metabolic pathway. We show that leucine is a limiting factor for aphid growth and it displays a stimulatory feeding effect. Our metabolic analyses demonstrate that symbiotic aphids are able to respond to leucine starvation or excess by modulating the neo-synthesis of this amino acid. At a molecular level, this response involves an early important transcriptional regulation (after 12 h of treatment) followed by a moderate change in the pLeu plasmid copy number. Both responses are no longer apparent after 7 days of treatment. These experimental data are discussed in the light of a re-annotation of the pLeu plasmid regulatory elements. Taken together, our data show that the response of *B. aphidicola* to the leucine demand of its host is multimodal and dynamically regulated, providing new insights concerning the genetic regulation capabilities of this bacterium in relation to its symbiotic functions.

**Introduction**

Aphids are one of the most important pests of agricultural plants. An interesting physiological feature of this insect group is its dependence on symbiotic microorganisms of the *Buchnera* genus for growth and reproduction. This symbiosis, established some 80–150 million years ago (Moran et al., 1993; Von Dohlen and Moran, 2000), has given rise to a close relationship between the two members of the association. *Buchnera aphidicola* furnishes its host with essential amino acids that the insect cannot find in sufficient amounts in its exclusive diet of phloem sap, and the aphid supplies the amino acids and core metabolites that the symbiont cannot synthesize anymore due to the loss of its central metabolic pathways (Brinza et al., 2009; Wilson et al., 2010).

The composition of phloem sap is not constant and can vary widely in response to environmental cues. It has been shown to change between day and night in different plant species (Smith and Miburn, 1980; Winter et al., 1992; Gholami et al., 2004) and, in a more subtle way, also during the diurnal cycle (Sharkey and Pate, 1976) or according to the host plant developmental stages (Pate et al., 1998). Recently, analysis on wheat sieve tubes has clearly shown variations in the concentration of several amino acids, in particular that of leucine, during the diurnal cycle (Gattolin et al., 2008). These observations give rise to the question of the ability of the aphid/ *Buchnera* symbiotic system to modulate its amino acid biosynthesis in response to such changes in phloem sap amino acid concentrations.

Although several biochemical studies, performed on artificial diets at known concentrations of amino acids, have shown the capability of the system, and particularly that of *B. aphidicola*, to respond to changing environmental conditions (Douglas, 1988; Douglas and Prosser, 1992; Febvay et al., 1995; 1999; Liadouze et al., 1995; Sasaki and Ishikawa, 1995), the regulation properties of the highly reduced genome of this bacterium are still unknown. From 2000 to 2006, four genomes of *B. aphidicola*, isolated from different aphid species, were sequenced (Shigenobu et al., 2000; Tamas et al., 2002; van Ham et al., 2003; Pérez-Brocal et al., 2006). In 2009,
seven additional genomes from the pea aphid species were published (Moran et al., 2009). All the Buchnera genomes share similar properties with other endosymbiont genomes: (i) a lack of recombination, (ii) an increase in the nucleotide substitution rate, (iii) a bias towards AT base pairs sequence content, (iv) a loss of standard transcriptional response and the scaling of essential amino acid variations in the aphid diet have shown the absence of a clear correlation between the symbiont transcription units) has been observed in this bacterium. The existence of the pLeu plasmid, and its conservation during the course of evolution and across different aphid-host species, suggests that leucine may be an amino acid of particular importance in aphid symbiosis, as compared with the other amino acids whose biosynthetic genes are located on the chromosome. The latter hypothesis was only partially confirmed in the Aphidinae, Pterocommatinae and Thelaxinae subfamilies, whereas 23.5 times more pLeu plasmid than chromosome copy number were found in Schizaphis graminum (Thao et al., 1998). It has been suggested that this variability among aphid species could be related to the metabolic requirements of the aphid when adapting to different host plants (Thao et al., 1998).

The presence of all the genes encoding the enzymes specific to the leucine biosynthesis pathway present in the Buchnera genome, whereas only two genes coding for the two subunits of an enzyme in the tryptophan biosynthesis pathway are located on the pTrp plasmid. Contrasting with the genomic stasis of the Buchnera chromosome for the last 50 million years (Tamas et al., 2002), the comparison of these two plasmids of symbionts from different aphid species suggests the existence of gene plasticity including, for example, rearrangements and chromosomal back-transfers (Gil et al., 2006). It is noteworthy that such small plasmids containing nutrition-related genes (i.e. encoding anabolic enzymes, and apparently devoid of active recombination properties) are unique in the bacterial world. The selective pressure responsible for their persistence seems, therefore, to originate strictly from their trophic role in symbiosis.

To date, the maps of the pLeu plasmids have been described in four aphid subfamilies: the Aphidinae, the Pterocommatinae, the Thelaxinae and the Lachninae (Bracho et al., 1994; van Ham et al., 1997; Baumann, 2005; Latorre et al., 2005), with a size ranging from 6.5 to 8.5 kb. The minimal gene set of the pLeu plasmid is composed of the leuABCD genes together with one or two genes encoding an incFII-type replicase (repA). In the Aphidinae, Pterocommatinae and Thelaxinae subfamilies, the B. aphidicola pLeu plasmid also carries either an ibp (encoding a heat-shock protein) or, more commonly, a yqhA coding sequence (encoding a putative membrane protein). The chromosomal location of the leucine cluster, only found in the Pemphiginae and the Chaitophorinae subfamilies, seems not to be of ancestral origin and a plausible explanation for this location is based on back-transfers to the chromosome by recombination scenarios (Sabater-Muñoz et al., 2004). In addition to the plasticity of the pLeu map between the different aphid subfamilies, some studies have shown a variability of the pLeu copy number between different aphid species. For example, keeping in mind that B. aphidicola is a bacterium harbouring a highly polyploid genome, the symbionts from Diuraphis noxia and Uroleucon ambrosiae contain, respectively, 0.9 and 1.6 copies of pLeu copy number per chromosome unit (Thao et al., 1998; Plague et al., 2003), whereas 23.5 times more pLeu plasmid than chromosome copy number were found in Schizaphis graminum (Thao et al., 1998). It has been suggested that this variability among aphid species could be related to the metabolic requirements of the aphid when adapting to different host plants (Thao et al., 1998).
leucine for aphids are lacking. The location of the leucine biosynthesis genes on a plasmid has led to hypothesize the evolution of novel mechanisms to control the regulation of these genes in response to the aphid metabolic demand (Moran et al., 2003). Nevertheless, to our knowledge, only Moran and colleagues (2005) have analysed the global transcriptional response (including pLeu genes) to a moderate leucine excess in the S. graminum symbiosis, but no study has involved a functional analysis of the complete genetic response of the B. aphidicola pLeu plasmid to specific leucine starvation or excess.

In this work, we have combined aphid physiology analyses with metabolic and molecular approaches in order to elucidate: (i) the importance of leucine for the pea aphid Acyrthosiphon pisum and (ii) the capability of the pLeu plasmid to be regulated by the leucine demand of the aphid host. First, an analysis of the aphid biological response to variations in leucine dietary concentrations allowed us to establish that leucine is a limiting factor for aphid growth and that it has a stimulatory feeding effect on the pea aphid, conversely to the other branched-chain amino acids valine and isoleucine. We then quantified the B. aphidicola leucine biosynthesis from its prominent natural precursor, sucrose, using 14C tracing, thereby demonstrating that the symbiont is able to supply and modulate its leucine production according to aphid demand. The molecular analyses presented here clearly show that, despite its highly reduced genome, B. aphidicola is able to perceive a leucine stress imposed on its host from the first 12 h of treatment, and this generates a multimodal dynamic response. A short-term response (12–48 h after the beginning of the treatment) involves a strong regulation of the mRNA levels of all the pLeu located genes. A medium-term (48–72 h) response involves a moderate modification of the pLeu copy number. All these results are analysed in the light of a renewed annotation of potential regulatory elements located in the pLeu plasmid and of the experimental confirmation of the leuABCD operon in B. aphidicola.

Results

Aphid growth performance and behaviour

The effect of leucine dietary concentrations on aphid growth performance is shown in Fig. 1A. The aphid weight

Fig. 1. Effect of dietary leucine concentration on pea aphid (A. pisum) performance and behaviour.
A. Aphid growth for different leucine concentrations in the diet. The results (means ± SE, n = 54) are expressed as a percentage of the aphid growth on the 20 mM leucine control diet and compared using a Tukey–Kramer HSD test. Conditions with different letters show statistically different means at 95% confidence level.
B. The behavioural response of A. pisum to variations in dietary leucine concentration has been evaluated in choice tests, comparing the different tested concentrations with the control diet. Diet Preference Index (DPIx) quantifies the choice of test diet over the control (1 is complete preference of the tested diet over the control, –1 is the reverse). Statistical significance is given following a Wilcoxon non-parametric signed rank test testing DPIx = 0 at 95% confidence level: no significant difference between the observed DPIx and 0; DPIx lower than 0; DPIx higher than 0. Similar assays with valine and isoleucine showed no significant choice for these amino acids.
for the different leucine concentrations is reported as the percentage of the weight obtained for aphids reared on the control diet (20 mM leucine). A significant effect of leucine concentration on pea aphid growth was observed (ANOVA F-test, \( P < 10^{-4} \)). More precisely, a reduction of 20% in the aphid weight was found when insects were reared on a leucine-depleted diet and, conversely, a 20% increase in the aphid body weight was observed for diets with a leucine concentration higher than 20 mM.

Binary choice tests were subsequently used to analyse the pea aphid feeding behaviour when facing dietary variations in leucine levels (Fig. 1B). A significant positive correlation between the insect diet preference and leucine concentration in the nutritional medium was found (ANOVA F-test, \( P < 10^{-4} \)). Compared with the 20 mM leucine reference diet, we found that artificial diets with a leucine concentration lower than 20 mM and higher than 40 mM were significantly less or more readily selected by the insects respectively (Wilcoxon non-parametric signed rank test, \( P < 0.05 \)). Importantly, this stimulatory effect of leucine on the aphid’s choice of diet was only seen for leucine and not for the other two branched-chain essential amino acids, valine and isoleucine (data not shown).

**Amino acid neosyntheses in symbiotic pea aphid**

To analyse the metabolic response of *B. aphidicola* to variations in the leucine demand of its aphid host, we quantified the amino acid biosyntheses in symbiotic aphids reared during the entire span of their larval development (7 days) on artificial diets containing different leucine concentrations (0–80 mM). These biosyntheses – from an external carbon source (sucrose) and quantified using \(^{14}C\) labelling – are carried out by the symbiotic bacterium for essential amino acids and by the insect host for the non-essential ones (Shigenobu et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 2010; and Fig. S1). The neosyntheses of all amino acids, expressed in sucrose equivalent (nmol mg\(^{-1}\) of fresh aphid mass), are reported in Table S1. In Fig. 2, we focus on the symbiont-driven biosynthesis of the three branched-chain essential amino acids. The symbiotic aphid was able to respond in a significant way to variations in dietary leucine by changing the amount of neosynthesized leucine (ANOVA F-test, \( P < 10^{-3} \)). Leucine neosynthesis was significantly enhanced (+194%, if compared with the control diet) when this amino acid was absent from the aphid diet, increasing from 6.7 to 19.7 nmol sucrose equivalent mg\(^{-1}\) of aphid fresh weight (Student–Newman–Keuls test with significant post hoc groups, \( P < 0.05 \)). Since the six carbons of leucine (synthesized directly from pyruvate, the end product of glycolysis) come from glucose (Macdonald et al., 2011), the 19.7 nmol of sucrose equivalent mg\(^{-1}\) of aphid fresh weight produced by the symbiotic aphid, following leucine depletion, correspond to 39.4 nmol of neosynthesized leucine per mg of aphid fresh weight. In contrast, leucine biosynthesis significantly decreased, by an average of 48%, for diets with a leucine concentration higher than 20 mM. Leucine dietary supply had an opposite effect on valine biosynthesis (ANOVA F-test, \( P < 10^{-3} \)): the valine neosynthesis decreased following leucine nutritional depletion and increased in conditions of leucine excess (Student–Newman–Keuls test, \( P < 0.05 \)). Finally, no significant effect of dietary leucine concentration was observed on isoleucine neosynthesis by *B. aphidicola* (ANOVA F-test, \( P = 0.14 \)). Leucine dietary supply had no effect on almost all the other individual amino acid neosyntheses (Table S1); only threonine, lysine (both essential amino acids) and tyrosine (an important aromatic metabolite) were significantly increased with the augmented supply of dietary leucine, this being most probably due to an increased growth-related effect.

**Regulation of the B. aphidicola pLeu plasmid after 7 days of treatment**

To understand the molecular basis of the adaptive response of the pea aphid/ *Buchnera* coupled metabolism to the strength of the nutritional demand, we analysed the molecular response of the pLeu plasmid in conditions of...
leucine starvation (0 mM leucine) or excess (60 mM leucine), relative to the control diet (20 mM leucine), by quantifying: (i) the transcript levels of all the genes located on pLeu and involved in leucine biosynthesis and (ii) the pLeu plasmid copy number. As for our previous metabolic analyses, we performed the tests after 7 days of treatment, which corresponds to the entire aphid larval life cycle. Despite the highly significant response observed for leucine neosynthesis (Fig. 2), this long-term analysis did not show any significant genetic regulation of the pLeu plasmid replication or transcription at the end of the treatment period (data not shown).

**Kinetic analysis of the transcription of B. aphidicola pLeu genes**

Following these preliminary results at 7 days, a time-course experimental plan was performed to analyse the genetic response of *B. aphidicola* to aphid dietary leucine starvation or excess, with aphids reared for 12 h, 1, 2, 3 or 7 days on artificial diets containing 0, 20 or 60 mM leucine. We quantified the mRNA levels of the seven pLeu genes and we also included two supplementary *B. aphidicola* chromosomal genes involved in the leucine biosynthetic pathway, the *ilvI* and *ilvH* genes (see the pathway in Fig. S1). The differential gene expression variations for each gene after normalization are shown in Fig. 3. Under the leucine starvation condition (Fig. 3A), a global and significant mRNA overexpression was observed starting 12 h after the beginning of the treatment. For the leucine biosynthetic genes (chromosomal *ilvI* and *ilvH* and plasmidic *leuABCD*), the overexpression was maximal at day 1 and then started to decrease from day 2, except for *leuA*, for which the overexpression persisted for one more day. The response of all these genes to leucine starvation was no longer significant after 7 days. A similar profile was observed for the three other pLeu genes not involved in the leucine biosynthetic pathway (*repA1*, *repA2*, *yqhA*): they were upregulated between 12 h and 2 days of treatment and their response started to decrease from day 3.

A specific transcriptional response for the biosynthetic leucine genes *ilvI* and *leuABCD* was also seen when the aphid artificial diet was enriched in leucine (Fig. 3B). In this case, a fast and significant downregulation of these genes appeared after 12 h of treatment. This downregulation, relative to the response observed at the beginning of the treatment, persisted for some genes for 1 or 2 days and it became non-significant at day 3 for all the genes analysed, with the exception of *leuA* and *leuC*. A fairly similar response was observed for the *repA1* and *repA2* genes. Interestingly, the *yqhA* transcriptional response to leucine excess consisted of a downregulation at 12 h and after 1 day of treatment, and the gene was suddenly overexpressed when the treatment with 60 mM leucine was continued for 2 or 3 days. Finally, as for the leucine starvation condition, and as previously observed in this work for all the analysed genes, no significant variation in gene transcription regulation was observed for the *yqhA* gene after 7 days of treatment.

**Kinetic analysis of pLeu copy number**

The same time-course experimental plan (12 h to 7 days) was reproduced to analyse the leucine plasmid copy number variations in response to leucine starvation/excess in the aphid host diet. Figure 4 shows the pLeu copy number per chromosome unit for the three selected dietary conditions and for the five time points used throughout this work. The basal pLeu copy number per chromosome unit for the 7-day-old aphids reared on artificial control medium was 0.49 ± 0.03. This agrees with data from Moran and colleagues (Moran et al., 2003) who quantified, at 0.6, the *B. aphidicola* pLeu copy number per chromosome unit from another *A. pisum* clone. No significant variation in pLeu copy number was observed for aphids reared for 12 h on diets with no leucine, or with an excess of this amino acid. However, a moderate but significant response of the symbiont was observed, with an increase in the pLeu copy number of, respectively, 51% and 39% when compared with the reference diet, 2 or 3 days after the beginning of the starvation period (Dunnett’s test, *P* < 10⁻²). In line with this upregulation, a slight decrease of 15% in the pLeu copy number, relative to the control condition, was observed after 2 days on the diet with an excess of leucine (Dunnett’s test, *P* < 0.05). Paradoxically, we observed a significant reduction in the pLeu copy number after 1 day of leucine starvation (Dunnett’s test, *P* < 0.05). As for transcriptional regulation, after 7 days on artificial diets containing 0, 20 or 60 mM leucine, no significant variation in plasmid copy number was detected between treatments.

**Reappraisal of the B. aphidicola pLeu plasmid annotation and experimental validation of the leuABCD operon**

A summary of the re-annotation of the *B. aphidicola* pLeu plasmid is given in Fig. 5A (and detailed in Fig. S2). All the plasmidic genes, with the exception of *repA1*, were found to display a canonical ribosomal binding site (RBS) that, in the context of *B. aphidicola* evolution, probably indicates selection for the conservation of high expression of these genes. Promoter signals (i.e. σ70 binding sites, Fig. S2) were found upstream of the *repA1*, *yqhA*, *repA2* and *leuA* sequences, and for a potential *leuB* alternative promoter (within the *leuA* coding sequence). A comparative evolutionary analysis performed on 10 aphid species belonging to two tribes of the Aphididae family, the Aphidini and
Macrosiphini tribes, which diverged more than 50 million years ago, allowed us to strengthen our promoter predictions for the pLeu genes (Fig. S3). Indeed, promoters were detected for nine and for 10 out of the 10 species, respectively, for the \textit{repA2} and \textit{leuA} genes. Sequence information on \textit{yqhA}, \textit{repA1} and \textit{leuB} promoters was available only in four aphid species: strong promoter signals were found for the \textit{yqhA} and \textit{repA1} genes (in the four aphid species) whereas conservation was weaker for the \textit{leuB} gene.

\textbf{Fig. 3.} Transcriptional response of \textit{B. aphidica} to variations of leucine concentration in the aphid diet.

A. Differential gene expression variation (log$_2$Fold$_\Delta$, means $\pm$ SE, $n=3$) of genes involved in leucine biosynthesis and/or located on the pLeu plasmid for aphids reared from 12 h to 7 days on a medium completely deprived of leucine (0 mM leucine), relative to the control diet (20 mM leucine). The thresholds of significant biological differentially expressed genes are fixed, respectively, at 1 and $-0.5$ for over- and under-expression. Means comparisons were performed with a Tukey–Kramer HSD test. For each gene, time point responses with different letters show statistically different means at 95% confidence level.

B. The same as in (A), but for aphids reared from 12 h to 7 days on a medium containing excess leucine (60 mM leucine), relative to the control diet (20 mM leucine).
The most significant inverted repeat structures were identified as two rho-independent terminators for the pLeu plasmid. The repA1 genes, both situated in the non-coding region around the origin of replication, together with a strikingly well-conserved stem-loop structure of 97 nucleotides located downstream of the repA2 sequence and upstream of the putative leuABCD operon. The bioinformatic analysis also revealed the existence of a stem-loop structure at the beginning of the leuB coding sequence.

Finally, due to the important short-distance syntenies between the B. aphidicola and Escherichia coli genomes, coupled with the conservation of the leuABCD gene organization along the pLeu plasmid during aphid evolution, the operonic organization of the leuABCD genes has always been supposed, but never before demonstrated, in the pea aphid symbiont. Figure 5B shows the RT-PCR results confirming the existence of a leuABCD polycistronic structure in B. aphidicola from the pea aphid. The conservation of this operonic structure, despite the important reduction in the B. aphidicola genome size and the relocation of the leuABCD genes from the chromosome to a plasmid, indicates a key role for these genes in aphid symbiosis.

Discussion

Leucine is one of the 10 essential amino acids that aphids cannot produce themselves nor find in sufficient quantity in their strict phloem sap diet. In this study we demonstrate the unique role of this amino acid in the pea aphid/Buchnera symbiosis. First, leucine is a limiting factor for aphid growth and it is a significant phagostimulant to A. pisum. Leucine is the only branched-chain amino acid having this stimulatory effect on the pea aphid, which could be taken as evidence of the existence of selective pressures on this trait. We also observed a specific metabolic tuning of leucine biosynthesis by aphids with their symbiotic bacteria in response to variations of leucine concentration in the aphid diet. As confirmed by the genome sequence analyses of B. aphidicola (Shigenobu et al., 2000) and of the pea aphid (International Aphid Genomics Consortium, 2010; Wilson et al., 2010), the biosynthesis of this essential amino acid is under the control of the bacterium, with the exception of the last step (Fig. S1). To our knowledge, this is the first study showing a significant adjustable and specific metabolic response of B. aphidicola to a single amino acid dietary stress imposed on the aphid, thus indicating the crucial role of the Buchnera-derived leucine for pea aphid development and growth. Our 14C tracing data also demonstrate that leucine concentration in the aphid diet specifically impacts the neosynthesis of valine but does not induce significant variations in isoleucine biosynthesis. In particular, the system reduces valine biosynthesis in the case of leucine depletion and increases it in the case of leucine excess. With regard to the branched-chain amino acid superpathway, these results suggest that the response of B. aphidicola to leucine concentration in the aphid diet is specifically targeting the leucine and valine, leaving isoleucine under the control of the 2-oxybutanoate pools, and valine under the competing effect of leucine streams for consumption of 2-oxyoxovalerate (Fig. S1, and see Umbarger, 1987 for a review on the branched-chain amino acids superpathway in Enterobacteria). Apart from this specific effect on valine neosynthesis, the leucine dietary depletion had no effect on the intensity of all the other amino acid biosyntheses (Table S1). However, excess leucine in the aphid diet also activated the neosyntheses of tyrosine, threonine and lysine. It is noteworthy that threonine, phenylalanine (the unique tyrosine precursor), leucine and lysine have been identified as the most exported amino acids by B. aphidicola to the pea aphid: 50% of Thr, 47% of Phe and Leu, and 43% of Lys, synthesized by the symbiotic bacterium, are exported to the host in this symbiosis (Thomas et al., 2009). In fact, higher leucine production leads to an increase in aphid protein biosynthesis, which necessitates the availability of all the proteinogenic amino acids, especially those mentioned...
above, which are derived from the bacterium and whose dietary supply is probably limited in the context of the artificial diet used here for the rearing of aphids.

Our study also provides new insights into the genetic regulation capabilities of *B. aphidicola* in relation to its symbiotic functions. We found that a specific regulation of the pLeu plasmid of this symbiotic bacterium occurs in response to leucine starvation or excess in the aphid diet. This regulation involves an early important transcriptional regulation (starting 12 h after the beginning of the treatment, Fig. 3), followed by a slight modification of the pLeu copy number (Fig. 4). No genetic regulation was observed after 7 days of treatment.

All the genes involved in leucine biosynthesis tested here were significantly overexpressed in the leucine deficit conditions and, conversely, under-regulated in conditions of leucine excess. The consequence of this early genetic regulation is probably a modulation of the activity of the key enzymes involved in leucine biosynthesis, and this results in variations of leucine production by the symbiotic system in response to the diet constraints. If we take into account the results regarding the leucine depletion conditions, we can hypothesize that the important short-term gene expression regulation could lead to an accumulation of biosynthetic enzymes with a consequently enhanced production of leucine precursors and/or
leucine. The result of this accumulation is that, after 7 days of treatment (this being the time point at which we were able to obtain metabolic data) the genetic regulation is no longer necessary, even if its effect on leucine neosynthesis is still observable. The cumulative production of leucine in the depleted diet, that we estimated to be 39.4 nmol mg\(^{-1}\) of aphid fresh weight, is very close to the total leucine levels in aphids reared on plant or optimal artificial diets at the end of larval development, estimated to be between 40 and 45 nmol mg\(^{-1}\) of aphid fresh weight (Febvay et al., 1988; 1999). Therefore, even in the complete absence of leucine in the diet, the cumulative production of this amino acid by the symbiotic bacterium, throughout larval development, should almost entirely satisfy the needs of the host for optimal growth.

Furthermore, in the leucine depletion conditions, the kinetic profiles of all the leucine biosynthetic genes were very similar, with the exception of the \(leuA\) gene whose overexpression persisted for an extra day, compared with the other leucine biosynthetic genes. The 2-isopropylmalate synthase (EC 2.3.3.13), encoded by \(leuA\), operates at the branching-point of the leucine/valine pathways and catalyses the conversion of 2-oxoisovalerate to 2-isopropylmalate (Fig. S1). In the case of leucine privation, an increase in this enzyme activity, resulting from a \(leuA\) overexpression, could lead to the use of 2-oxoisovalerate for leucine biosynthesis at the expense of valine production. Recent work, performed in \(E. coli\), has shown that L-valine production is directly enhanced by increasing the carbon flux towards this amino acid, through the availability of the precursors pyruvate and 2-oxoisovalerate, and this highlights the critical role of the \(leuA\) gene in the superpathway: by knocking out this gene a significant increase in 2-oxoisovalerate availability and, therefore, in L-valine synthesis was observed (Park et al., 2007). Based on our data, it is tempting to suggest that the orientation of 2-oxoisovalerate towards leucine synthesis, by LeuA, could be one of the key steps for leucine production regulation in response to the aphid demand in \(B. aphidicola\). Nevertheless, in the context of the pea aphid/\(Buchnera\) symbiosis, we cannot exclude the possibility that other regulatory mechanisms (enzymatic activity or flux control by the host) could add their effect to the LeuA action in order to control the balance in the leucine/valine biosynthesis, as suggested by the fact that the valine neosynthesis reduction we reported in this work was not quantitatively correlated to the leucine production increase following leucine depletion.

Apart from the leucine biosynthetic genes, we also observed an important overexpression of the \(yqhA\) gene in response both to leucine starvation and excess, although the kinetics of the induction for the two conditions appeared to be different. The YqhA protein in \(B. aphidicola\) is a homologue of the corresponding protein of \(E. coli\), the proteins from the two organisms showing 60% of identity and 88% of similarity in their amino acid sequences respectively (data not shown). In \(E. coli\), YqhA has been annotated as a putative membrane protein and a global topology analysis experimentally assigned this protein to the inner membrane proteome (Daley et al., 2005). The drastic transcriptional upregulation of the \(yqhA\) gene in response to a leucine stress, and its high conservation in the leucine plasmids of the Aphididae family (94–96% of amino acid sequence identity in this aphid group, data not shown), strongly supports the hypothesis that this protein could play a key role in the response of aphid/\(Buchnera\) symbiosis to a leucine nutritional stress.

Gene expression studies have shown that the transcriptional response of free-living bacteria to a nutritional stress is dynamic, taking place within a few minutes or hours after the beginning of the treatment, and it can be clearly characterized using time-course analyses, the duration of which differs according to the effect (phenotype) being analysed and the bacterial physiology (for examples see Khodursky et al., 2000; Chang et al., 2002; Durfee et al. 2008). The choice of appropriate treatment times and experimental points in a time-course analysis of gene expression response in non-cultivable symbiotic bacteria is difficult to establish because the symbionts cannot be treated outside of their host and, hence, their environment is highly dependent on the host homeostasis and physiology. Indeed, prior to this work, no information was available on the delay that exists between the beginning of treatment on the insect and the stress perception by the symbiont in the pea aphid/\(Buchnera\) symbiosis. The majority of studies, analysing the transcriptional response of \(B. aphidicola\) to a nutritional stress imposed on the aphid host, focused on long-term treatments (i.e. 7 days). In agreement with the results presented here, these previous studies have reported the absence of a specific transcriptional response of the \(B. aphidicola\) genes (including pLeu genes) involved in the corresponding pathways after 7 days of essential amino acid depletion (Charles et al., 2006; Reymond et al., 2006). The first study that takes into account the short-term response of this symbiotic bacterium to nutritional stresses was published by Moran and colleagues (Moran et al., 2005). They analysed the global transcriptomic response of \(B. aphidicola\) from 5-day-old aphids (\(S. graminum\) and \(A. pismus\) species) either left for a further 24 h without any amino acid supply (global amino acid starvation) or placed on barley leaves inserted in solutions containing an individual amino acid excess. The authors reported the presence of a slight transcriptional regulation in response to the imposed stress. In particular, contrary to the results obtained in our study of the pea aphid symbiont where the peak of the transcriptional regulation of leucine biosyn-
The intergenic region of the plasmid pLeu, which is closely related to the E. coli repA in all the low copy number plasmids belonging to the B. aphidicola, is responsible for pLeu replication. The genes thought to be responsible for pLeu copy number in response to variations in leucine concentration in the aphid diet starting 2 days after the beginning of the treatment (Fig. 4). The genes thought to be responsible for pLeu replication are the rep replicases, which are closely related to the E. coli repA gene, located in all the low copy number plasmids belonging to the IncFII group (Maas et al., 1991; de la Cueva-Méndez and Pimentel, 2007). Two genes of the repA plasmid in the Aphididae family code for replicases, an unusual feature for IncFII plasmids. The functional role of the presence of these two copies of repA in the B. aphidicola pLeu is completely unknown, although RepA1 and RepA2 have been annotated in silico, respectively, as the initiator and the regulator of pLeu replication (Pérez-Brocal et al., 2006). In our study, the two genes show strong induction and repression, respectively, following leucine starvation and excess, both of which precede dynamically the plasmid replication response suggesting that RepA1 and/or RepA2 levels could actually regulate pLeu amplification. Nevertheless, the amplitude of the transcriptional response for these two genes is not followed by a correspondingly strong regulation of the pLeu copy number variation. This may be explained by a partial loss in the capability of the Rep proteins to recognize the pLeu replication sequences in B. aphidicola. As intergenic regions are known to evolve very quickly, we can attribute this loss of replication capability to the degeneration of RepA targets. Indeed, ori seems to be the most variable pLeu intergenic region within pLeu between different B. aphidicola strains (data not shown) and, with the exception of the SIR1 and SIR2 sequences previously reported (Soler et al., 2000), we were not able to find, in the pea aphid leucine plasmid, any other canonical Rep targets (i.e. SIR3 and IR1/IR2), reported as being necessary for the IncFII plasmid Rep-dependent replication. These results do not exclude other currently unknown roles for the pLeu rep genes.

Finally, despite the important AT bias of the pLeu sequence, we were able to identify elements potentially involved in the transcriptional regulation of leucine biosynthetic genes in B. aphidicola. The presence of putative $\sigma^{70}$ promoters, at the 5′ ends of the repA1, repA2 and yqhA genes, indicates that the transcription of each of these genes could be regulated independently. Also, only two $\sigma^{70}$ putative promoter signals have been identified for leuABCD genes: one located upstream of the leuA gene and a second located in the leuA coding sequence, upstream of the leuB structure. Additionally, a 60 bp intergenic region (consisting of only 3 base pairs in E. coli) separates in the B. aphidicola leuA and leuB genes. RT-PCR experiments confirmed that leuABCD is present as a unique transcription unit in B. aphidicola in basal conditions (Fig. 5B). Nevertheless, our real-time qRT-PCR data show that, in conditions of leucine starvation, a different regulation seems to be acting on the leuA gene, when compared with the leuB genes (Fig. 3A). Based on the novel annotation of the B. aphidicola pLeu plasmid sequence presented here, this independent regulation could be explained by two different, but not mutually exclusive, mechanisms: (i) an independent transcription initiation of leuA, compared with the other genes of the operon, due to the presence of the internal putative promoter; and (ii) a difference in the stabilization properties of the leuA and leuB mRNA thanks to the stem-loop structures present at the 5′ end of these genes. Without excluding other possible regulations coming for the pea aphid host, we hypothesize that the branch-point function of LeuA would have facilitated its selective individualization as a regulatory protein of the overall branched-chain amino acid superpathway.

**Experimental procedures**

**Aphid rearing**

A long-established parthenogenetic clone (LL01) of Acyrthosiphon pisum Harris, free of any of the five taxa of secondary endosymbionts identified to date, was maintained on broad beans (Vicia faba L. cv Aguadulce) at 21°C, with a 16-hour light photoperiod. Apterous viviparous adults, obtained from a synchronized cohort (Rahbé and Febvay, 1993), were...
allowed to lay progeny on young plants. All experiments were initiated by transferring neonate aphids (aged 0–6 h) from plants to artificial diets. Based on the nutritionally optimized Ap3 diet (Febvay et al., 1988), 10 diet formulations were used in this study, differing only in leucine concentration (± conditions: from 0 to 90 mM). From our knowledge of the larval development of pea aphid on artificial diets and of the total amino acid content of whole aphid tissues (Febvay et al., 1988), 20 mM leucine was taken as the reference dietary concentration for the pea aphid.

**Growth assays and diet choice experiments**

Growth assays were performed, as previously described (Rahbé and Febvay, 1993), using 54 insects per condition and scoring individual aphid weights at the end of a standard nymphal period (7 days, 21°C). For the aphid diet choice experiments, neonate A. pismum larvae were transferred onto artificial diets enclosed in sterile paraffilm sachets and reared there throughout the larval developmental period. Choice tests were run and analysed, as described before (Sauvion et al., 2004), enclosing six neonate first instar aphid larvae in a dual choice cage with diets from either a control (20 mM leucine) or a test condition (0–90 mM leucine). Cages (n = 24) were left for aphid choice in a dark cabinet and aphid positions on control versus test diet were scored after 8 h. A Diet Preference Index [DPIx = (T – C)/(T + C) with T = aphids recorded on test diet; C = aphids recorded on control diet] was used to score the attractive effect of leucine, comparing complete avoidance (−1) to complete acceptance (+1) for the proposed diets, and significant differences were tested by a Wilcoxon non-parametric signed rank test.

**Amino acid neosynthesis quantification**

The amino acid neosyntheses in symbiotic aphids, reared on artificial diets containing different concentrations of leucine, were measured as previously described (Rahbé et al., 2002). Neonate larvae collected from plants were deposited and reared on artificial diets with a leucine concentration ranging from 0 to 80 mM and containing U-14C sucrose (22.9 GBq mmol−1, Isotopochim, Ganagobie-Peyruis, France) at about 1 MBq ml−1. The initial radioactivity of the diet was counted in triplicate on 10 µl samples, after addition of 4.5 ml of Ultima Gold scintillation fluid (Packard Instrument SA, Rungis, France), using a Packard Tri-Carb 460C Liquid Scintillator System with a preset 14C window. After 7 days of treatment, five aphids (fourth instar) from each experimental condition were individually weighed and hydrolysed for 24 h, under nitrogen, in HCl vapour at 110°C and in the presence of 2-β-mercaptoethanol to preserve the sulphur amino acids, using the Pico-Tag work station (Waters, St Quentin-Les-Yvelines, France). After the addition of 50 nmol of glucosaminic acid (internal standard), the samples were dried under vacuum conditions and collected in 150 µl of 50 mM lithium citrate buffer, pH = 2.2. Triplicate aliquots of 10 µl were used for liquid scintillation counting as above, while 50 µl was used for amino acid analysis. In this case, the automatic amino acid analyser was coupled with an on-line radioactivity flow detector (Flo-one/Beta A500, Packard), which allowed for the quantification of radiolabelled compounds as described before (Febvay et al., 1999). The radioactivity recovered for each amino acid was then computed as sucrose nmol equivalents and expressed per mg of aphid fresh weight.

**Design of primer sets**

All the primers (Table S2) used in this work (for real-time quantitative PCR and for the experimental validation of the leuABCD operon) were designed using the oligo 7 software (Rychlik, 2007). The chromosomal and plasmidic gene sequences were retrieved, respectively, from the B. aphidicola genome sequence data (Shigenobu et al., 2000) (NC 002528.1; GI: 15616630 in GenBank) and the pLeu sequence previously published (Silva et al., 1998) (GenBank ID: AJ006878).

**Differential gene expression analysis by real-time quantitative RT-PCR**

Neonate larvae, collected from plants, were deposited and reared on artificial diets containing 0, 20 or 60 mM leucine. In order to acquire a dynamic response of B. aphidicola, aphids were maintained on the artificial diets for 12 h, 1, 2, 3 or 7 days (= five time points). Three groups of 333 aphids (= three independent biological replicates) were used for each of the three tested conditions and at each of the five time points. For each of these samples, total RNA was extracted independently and 1 µg of it was retro-transcribed and then used for quantitative PCR reactions. Briefly, symbiotic bacteria were purified from aphids, as described by Charles and Ishikawa (1999), and the protocol used for RNA extraction was the same as that previously described by Calévo and colleagues (2004). Total RNA was then purified using the TRIzol method and possible gDNA contaminants were removed using DNase RQ1 RNase-free (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). Total RNA was subsequently purified on an RNAeasy column (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The quality of extracted RNA was verified on agarose gels in denaturing conditions and the concentrations were measured using a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington, DE, USA).

For the real-time quantitative RT-PCR experiments, we measured the transcriptomic response of the seven pLeu genes (leuABCD, repA1, repA2, yqhA). In addition to these genes, we also included in our analysis the chromosomal genes ilvI and ilvH, which are of special interest in leucine biosynthesis as they encode, respectively, the large and the small subunit of the acetolactate synthase enzyme, able to catalyse the first steps of the branched-chain amino acid superpathway (Fig. S1). These two genes are known to play a key role in the regulation of leucine biosynthesis in free-living bacteria (Umbarger, 1987).

Three genes have been initially chosen for data normalization: atpA, rplX and rpmC. These genes have been selected because they have been shown to be invariant genes in microarray datasets in several tested conditions in B. aphidica (Moran et al., 2005; Charles et al., 2006; Reymond et al., 2006). Among these three genes, the best candidates for data normalization were tested using the BestKeeper software tool (Pfaffl et al., 2004). Only atpA and rplX were retained as
normalization genes as they met the criteria imposed by the BestKeeper analysis: standard deviation \( \leq 1 \) CP between the three tested conditions for each experimental time point (Table S3). To prepare the real-time PCR assay, total RNA was reversed transcribed using the SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis System for RT-PCR (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) in the presence of random hexamers. The quantification of mRNA levels by real-time PCR was performed in 96-well plates with a LightCycler 480 instrument (Roche diagnostics, Meylan, France). The measurement was performed in a 10 μl final volume of reaction mixture (containing 2.5 μl of 1/5 diluted cDNA template), prepared following the instructions of the Light Cycler 480 SYBR Green I Kit (Roche diagnostics) with the primer set at a final concentration of 0.5 μM. An internal standard curve was generated for each tested gene using serial dilutions (from 2000 to 0.02 fg μl\(^{-1}\)) of purified PCR products amplified from genomic DNA. PCR reactions were initiated by the activation of Taq DNA polymerase at 95°C for 5 min, followed by 45 three-step amplification cycles consisting of 15 s denaturation at 95°C, 15 s annealing at 47°C and 15 s extension at 72°C. The fluorescent signal was measured at the end of each extension step. After the amplification, a dissociation stage was run to generate a melting curve for verification of amplification product specificity, which was also confirmed on agarose gels. The crossing point (CP) was calculated and normalized using the Light Cycler 480 Software release 1.5.0. The overall transcriptional response of \( B. \) aphidicola was determined by the 'Second derivative maximum method' in the LightCycler 480 Software release 1.5.0. The overall transcriptional response of \( B. \) aphidicola (CP values) before data normalization is shown in Table S4.

The gene expression levels of all the target genes were calculated and normalized using the REST software tool (Pfaffl et al., 2002). The relative expression value for each target gene was calculated by comparing the tested condition versus the control condition and relative to the normalization genes. More precisely, this ratio \( (R) \) was calculated taking into account the real-time PCR efficiency of each gene \( (E) \) and the crossing point difference \( (ΔCP) \) of a test condition (0 or 60 mM leucine), as compared with the reference condition (20 mM leucine), and expressed in comparison to the normalization genes \( (\text{atpA and pIIx}) \) using the following model (Pfaffl, 2001):

\[
R = \frac{(E_{\text{target}}^{\text{CPsample}} \times \text{CPcontrol-sample})}{(E_{\text{reference}}^{\text{CPsample}} \times \text{CPcontrol-sample})}
\]

### B. aphidicola pLeu plasmid copy number quantification

As for gene expression quantification, neonate larvae collected from plants were deposited on three artificial diets (with 0, 20 or 60 mM leucine) and reared there for 12 h, 1, 2, 3 or 7 days. Three groups of 333 individuals, corresponding to three independent biological replicates, were used for each condition and at each time point. After purification of \( B. \) aphidicola from aphids, total DNA was extracted using the QiAamp DNA Mini Kit (Qiaegen), following the procedure adapted to bacterial cells as described in the manufacturer’s instructions. The optional treatment, of 10 min at 70°C with RNase A (Qiagen), was performed during the extraction procedure. The quality of extracted DNA was verified on 1.5% agarose gels and the concentrations were measured using a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer. The template DNA extracted from \( B. \) aphidicola was normalized to 2.5 ng μl\(^{-1}\) with ultrapure water for real-time quantitative PCR experiments.

The pLeu plasmid copy number was quantified relative to a single chromosomal gene copy, as described by Plague et al. (2003). To take into account a possible bias due to plasmid replication, we measured the pLeu copy number using three genes, uniformly distributed along the plasmid: \( \text{leuA, leuC and yqhA} \). The chromosomal \( \text{atpA} \) gene was used for normalization in this experiment. For each of the three independent experiments, the quantification of each gene copy number was performed by real-time quantitative PCR in 96-well plates, in a 10 μl final volume of reaction mixture prepared following the instructions of the Light Cycler 480 SYBR Green I Kit, with 2.5 μl template DNA and the primer sets at a final concentration of 0.5 μM. The internal standard curve and the PCR reaction were performed as described above for the gene expression analysis.

The gene copy number was calculated using the following equation (Whelan et al., 2003):

\[
\text{DNA (copy) } = \frac{6.02 \times 10^{23} \times \text{(copy mol}^{-1}) \times \text{DNA amount (g)}}{\text{DNA length (bp)} \times 660 \text{(g mol}^{-1} \text{bp}^{-1})}
\]

for each of the three target genes independently and then normalized by the \( \text{atpA} \) response.

Mean comparisons were then performed to verify the homogeneity of the three gene responses in each experimental group, before averaging the data.

### Prediction of regulatory regions in the \( B. \) aphidicola pLeu plasmid

The pLeu plasmid was re-annotated from EMBL/GB accession AJ006878.2 (GI:5912533, 7805 bp), which was sequenced from the \( A. \) pisum LL01 clone (Silva et al., 1998), using the MacVector software (MacVector, Cary, NC, USA) and some routines of the genomic software Iogma (Genostar, Paris, France). Re-annotation included identification of: (i) ribosome binding site signals upstream of the plasmid coding sequences (cds) via RBS finder (Suzek et al., 2001); (ii) rho-independent intrinsic terminators and stem-loops via Termit in logma (T. Vermat and Y. Vandenbrouck, unpublished) and TransTermHP (Kingsford et al., 2007); (iii) \( σ^7 \) putative promoters via the BPROM promoter prediction tool (http://linux1.softberry.com/berry.phtml?topic=gfindb); and (iv) miscellaneous repeated sequences identified with the Pustell matrix analysis within MacVector. Finally, to test our promoter predictions, a comparative evolutionary analysis was run on plasmids from 10 aphid species within the Aphididae family. Because most AT-rich intergenic regions could not be aligned, with the exception of within-tribe comparisons in certain regions as has been previously reported (Silva et al., 1998), we used BPROM predictions on all species to look for signal conservation.

### Experimental validation of the \( \text{leuABCD} \) operon in \( B. \) aphidicola

The existence of the putative \( \text{leuABCD} \) operon was tested by RT-PCR following the procedure, developed on \( \text{Streptomyces coelicolor} \), to detect the operon organization of bacterial
genes (Charaniya et al., 2007) and recently adapted to the B. aphidicola genome (Brinza et al., 2010). Total RNA from B. aphidicola was treated with DNase (2 units per 10 μg of RNA) for 1 h at 37°C, following the instructions of the Turbo DNA-free kit (Ambion Austin, TX, USA). Total RNA was subsequently purified on an RNeasy column (Qiagen). The quality of extracted RNA was verified on agarose gels in denaturing conditions and the concentrations were measured using a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer.

A reverse transcription reaction was then performed, from 1 μg of total RNA, using the SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis System for RT-PCR (Invitrogen). Samples were first incubated for 5 min at 65°C, prior to being cooled at 4°C for 1 min. Ten microlitres of reverse transcription mixture was added to the sample and a series of incubations was performed: 10 min at 25°C, 50 min at 50°C, 5 min at 85°C, and at least 2 min at 4°C. Finally, the initial RNA matrix was degraded for 20 min at 37°C, after the addition of 1 μl of RNase H.

The PCR reaction was carried out on 2 μl of reverse transcription product using the AccuPrime Taq DNA Polymerase High Fidelity Kit (Invitrogen), adapted to amplify DNA fragments of up to 20 kb and according to the following protocol: activation of Taq DNA polymerase at 95°C for 30 s, followed by 35 three-step amplification cycles consisting of 30 s denaturation at 95°C, 30 s annealing at 50.8°C, and 4 min of extension at 68°C.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analyses of the data and the mean comparisons (ANOVA F-test, Dunnett’s test, Tukey–Kramer HSD test, Student–Newman–Keuls test and Wilcoxon non-parametric signed rank test) were performed using JMP 5.0.1.2 software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).
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